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Housing a unique cohesion of  3 different atmospheres under one roof  -
Atico Lounge, FLNT and FIRE, 1-Atico sets to be the perfect host for a full 
day-to-night experience right in the heart of  the city. 

With a brilliant collision of  earthy-toned dining settings and jewel-hued 
lounge settees, the space morphs to accommodate one’s conviviality. The 
mahogany interior is endowed with vast natural light in the day and accented 
with luxurious warm lighting in the night making this sky-high venue an 
ideal place to host lavish weddings and grand private events. 

Combining world-class personalised service, detail-oriented Argentinian 
cuisine creations and outstanding Japanese Peruvian cocktails, 1-Atico offers 
an experience like no other, on top of  Singapore. 

Bar FLNT FIRELounge*Images shown are for 
illustrative purposes only.



FLNT is a charming, high-energy bar, serving a combination of  Japanese 
Peruvian cuisine (heavily inspired by Nikkei cuisine from Peru) and the first 

and only Nikkei-inspired beverage cocktails in Singapore.

The culinary team seeks to refine Nikkei for a discerning audience through 
finding a humble harmony of  flavours. Focusing on a mastery of  the grill such 

as Sumiyaki (Charcoal Grilled) to the antichuco (Peruvian in origin), FLNT 
explores the depth of  exotic Peruvian ingredients while preserving the 

principles and precision of  Japanese culinary traditions.
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Singapore’s only “Fire in the Sky” showmanship, with splendid Argentina 
steaks and modern presentations of  authentic cooking methods.  

FIRE, a name that represents passion and pays homage to the powerful primal 
tool that creates legendary gastronomy creations. Specialising in superior-
standard cuts of  meat grilled to perfection over a Parrilla, the dining space 
provides an all-inclusive experience where texture, flavour and harmony is 

paramount - all revolving around Fire and the Asado.
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Designed to impress, the venue boasts a sky-high ceiling adorned with a grand window wall and modernistic light furnishings overhead. The 
palatial restaurant seats 100 guests to a maximum capacity of  238 guests and looks out to a panoramic 180-degree view of  the city skyline. As 
your guests feast on gastronomic delights curated by culinary maestros, they will be captivated by a sunset view and watch as that changes to 

the pulsing lights of  the city.  

Unparalleled elegance and beauty is yours, both in this moment and for the rest of  your lives – for the best place to celebrate matters of  the 
heart is the heart of  the city. 
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Weddings



Inspire at your next business conference in our beautifully sculpted venue with copious natural light. Exchange big ideas over top-notch 
culinary comestible and have your requests attended to with world-class service. Centrally located, our locale is ideal for MICE events, business 

meetings, as well as corporate luncheons and dinners.

Host your key events at the highest vantage point in the heart of  the city and leave a lasting impression on all your guests.. 

Capacity: 124 seated guests Capacity: 114 seated guests

Corporate
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Floor Plan

Seated Capacity: 238 guests

Facilities

State of  the art audio-visual 
systems, screens and 
projectors.  

Other Amenities

Bridal room



Fact Sheet
Location

2 Orchard Turn, Level 55 & 56, Ion Singapore

Singapore 238801

Train

Orchard MRT Station (NS22)

Bus 

Orchard Turn (09023)

14E, 124, 128, 143, 162, 162M, 502, 502A, 502B

Orchard Road (Opp Tangs) (09047)

36, 124, 128, 143, 162, 162M, 174, 174E, 518, 518A, 
518B

Orchard Boulevard (09022)

7,14, 16, 36, 65, 111, 123, 174, 174E, 175

Taxi Drop Off  Point

Orchard Boulevard, Level 2

Car

Valet service on level 2 & 6 of  ION carpark

Mon to Thu | 10am - 10pm
Fri to Sun & PH | 10am - 11pm

Concierge 

Level 4 of  ION

For directions on getting to level 55 & 56

How to get there

3rd party services that can be engaged on your behalf 

DJs, live bands, emcees, floral décor, cakes, invitation cards, bridal gowns, make-up artist and wedding/ 
corporate favours

Email: info@1-host.sg

WhatsApp: +65 8128 9747

Website: www.1-host.sg
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Facebook: /1aticosg

Instagram: @1atico.sg

mailto:info@1-host.sg
http://www.1-host.sg/

